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 [Total No.  of Printed Pages:1]                                                                 CODE NO:- U-194 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

Second Engg (Civil) Examination - DEC – 2014 

Theory of Structure-I (Revised) 

[Time:  THREE Hours]                                                                                                                [Max. Marks: 80] 

“Please check whether you have got the right question paper.” 

N.B                       1) Question no. 1 and question no 6 are compulsory. 

                             2)                   Answer any two questions from the remaining four question of each section. 

                             3) Assume suitable data if necessary. 

SECTION A 

Q.1  Attempt any five of the following  

a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of riveted joint? 

b) Write down the different types of welds with neat sketch. 

c) State and explain the relation between slope, deflection and radius of curvature. 

d) State the first theorem of Castiglione. 

e) Write down the fixed end moments for a beam 

i) Carrying U.O.L over whole span  

ii) Carrying partial U.O.L 

f) Write down the failures in riveted joint  

g) Define conjugate beam and state the conjugate beam theorem 

h) Write down the advantages and disadvantages of fixed beam. 

10 

Q.2   a) A double riveted double cover buff joint is made in 20mm thick plates with 25mm diameter 

rivets and 100mm pitch. Find the pull per pitch length and efficiency of joint. 

b) Calculate the value of rivet in lap joint used to connect two plates 12mm thick if. 

i)power driven rivets used 

ii)hand driven rivets used. 
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Q.3  For a beam shown in fig.1 calculate the deflection of a beam under ‘C’ and ‘D’ using Macaulay’s method- 

Take                

                       

    14KN                      8KN 

 A B 

 C D 

 3m 4.5m 4.5m 

  

 (fig-1) 
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Q.4  Find the vertical and horizontal deflection of joint D of the truss shown in fig.2 if, 

Area of top chord =         

Area of bottom chord=        

Area of remaining members =                                                      20KN 

                         3m                     3m                               3m 

 A              B                                C                                  D 

                        

 

         E 

                                                                                          E 

                                                                                                                                4.5m  

                                                           F 

                  

                                  G 

 (fig-2) 
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Q.5  A beam AB of uniform section and 8M span is fixed at ends. A U.O.L 3KN/M runs over left half of the 

span, and additional concentrated load of 4 KN at right quarter as shown in fig-3. Determine the fixing 

moments at its ends and the reactions at support. Also draw the bending moment and shear force diagram. 

 

 3KN/m 4KN 

 A B 

 

 

 4m 2m 2m 

 (fig.3) 
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SECTION B 

Q.6  Attempt any five of the following  

a) Define continuous beam and draw the deflection curve for continuous beam. 

b) Explain the term influence line  

c) Define the term 

i)Normal  thrust  

ii)Radial shear 

d) Draw the neat sketch of suspension bridge and shown all its necessary components. 

e) What are the different supports provided for suspension cable? Draw neat sketch. 

f) State claypeyron’s theorem of three moments. 

g) Explain the term 

i) Anchor cable. 

ii) Suspension cable. 

h) A three hinged parabolic arch of span 30m and central rise 7m is loaded with point load of 

10KM at 10m from left end, calculate the horizontal thrust ‘H’ on the arch. 
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Q.7  A continuous beam ABC fixed at its ends is loaded as shown in fig.4. find the reactions and 

support moments. Also draw the shear force and bending moment diagram. 

 18KN/m 12KN/m 

                          A                                         B                                                 C 

 

 4m 6m  

 

 (fig.4) 
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Q.8  A train of a wheel load as shown in fig.5 crosses a simply supported beam of span 25m from left to 

right with 24KN load leading. Using influence line diagram, determine the maximum bending 

moment under central load. 

 18KN     18KN        24KN         24KN             24KN 

 

  

 

                               3m             3m              4m                 4m 

 (fig-5) 
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Q.9  A parabolic three hinged arch has a span of 30m and a central rise 6m . it is loaded with U.O.L of 

4KN/M for a length 10m from left end support. Draw the bending moment diagram and find the 

position and magnitude of maximum bending moment over the arch (fig-6) 

                    4KN/m                                      C 

                      

 

 

 

 4m 

 

 

 A B 

                                     10m 

 30m  

    (fig-6) 
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Q.10  A cable of suspension bridge has a span of 400m over a supports  which are at same level and a 

sag of 40m vertically from the line of support to the lowest point on cable at midspan. It is 

stiffened by a three hinged girder with hinged supports at two ends and third hinge at its midpoint. 

The girder carries three loads of 250KN, 500KN and 375 KN acting at 70m, 140m and 300m 

respectively from left end. Draw bending moment diagram for girder. 

 

 A B 

 

 40m 

 

                         250KN   500KN                   375KN 

 

 

 

 

                         70m 

  

                            160m 

   

 300m 

              400m 

  

 

Right hand end of arrow 
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